MCC C258, MELBOURNE PLANNING SCHEME

LIST OF DOCUMENTS TO BE TABLED

1. VC148 version of clause 15.03, 43.01
2. Existing 22.04 and 22.05
3. A3 maps of submitters by precinct
4. List of heritage studies and planning scheme amendments since new format scheme
5. Summary of West Melbourne Heritage Review properties without interim protection
6. List of demolished properties
7. Memorandum on private lanes
8. Response to D Helms’ evidence on Inventory issues
9. Correspondence from Council regarding Departmental advice about future heritage studies
10. Definitions of A-D from early precinct studies
11. Map of recent heritage studies
13. Butler definitions of significant and contributory for Arden Macaulay and Kensington Heritage Reviews
14. Precinct breakdown of gradings in individual HOs
15. DDO10, DDO61, DDO63
16. Consultants brief for Southbank/Fishermans Bend and Guildford Lane
17. Documentation from forthcoming Hoddle Grid Heritage Review and Carlton Heritage Review
18. Images of cantilevers and buildings in airspace over heritage place
19. Memorandum on Inventory listing approach
20. Information from S Hartley on properties within precincts